To improve the level of intersection traffic management, we research traffic flow patterns of intersections. Based on Fuzzy CMeans clustering algorithm, this paper finished quality evaluating on cluster center value and optimizing the clustering process through combining with comprehensive evaluation method of fuzzy clustering quality. Based on above contents we proposed a process to recognize intersection traffic flow pattern based on fuzzy c-means clustering. After analyzing example like intersection of West Beijing Road and Xi Kang Road in Nanjing, we obtained this intersection traffic flow can be divided into high peak, evening peak, flat peak in morning, afternoon, and noon peak 5 modes from field data. Then we simulated and analyzed the delay to verify the effectiveness and practicality of the method.
0.Introduction
Intersection congestion is a concrete embodiment of traffic congestion in cities. It is resulted of unbalance between time, space allocation and traffic demands. Through reasonable classifying intersection traffic flow can we allocate traffic right and improve traffic efficiency to relieve traffic congestion.
Presently, researches on traffic flow patterns abroad mainly focus on simulation and classification. For examples, in simulation aspects, Jin used computer simulation to study different impacts on traffic flow by various intersection scales [1] ; Cassidy tested differences among flows through detector and researched flow fluctuation in internal queues [2] ; in classification aspects, Montazeri-Gh proposed a math method to recognize traffic status based on kmeans cluster analysis [3] ; Mohamed Abdel-Aty analyzed relationship between traffic flow parameters and accidents, then he designed a BAYES classified machine [4] based on neural network, which is used to recognize accident speed or non-accident speed. While researches on traffic flow patterns domestic mainly focus on classification. For examples, Rong Yu classified traffic flow by function like Support Vector Machine and introduced classification accuracy by different kernel function [5] ; Jingli Gong improved a classification method of time acquaintance degree sequence, she concluded mode distance and Euclidean distance are the best mode to classify distance [6] , besides many other scholars focus on forecast aspects [7] [8] [9] .
Fuzzy C-Means is a clustering algorithm based on optimal function, which used calculus to calculate optimal cost function. It is simple and accurate [10] [11] . So Fuzzy C-Means clustering algorithm can realize short forecast and mode classification, it leads to efficiency of signal control rising and delay reducing.
1.Traffic flow patterns
Due to the complexity of a traffic system and the dynamic nature of traffic demands, we cannot deduce an operation condition using single parameters. According to existing results, efficient way to present traffic flow condition is a particle in M dimensions, every flow statue in M dimension showing special digits of intersection. The classification and definition of traffic pattern mean classifying historical traffic data into different feature groups. Furthermore it will match tested data with corresponding groups. The center of groups is defined as special point which means typical traffic flow pattern.
2.Fuzzy C-Means Clustering Algorithm

Fuzzy C means algorithm
Fuzzy C partition Defining set of traffic flow is , 1
R means a real number of n dimension. 
F is fuzzy c partition of X. m is weight factor, [1, ] m when m>1 formula converges. Based on m minJ can calculate the optimal fuzzy membership grade U is:
Where, 2 2 (|| || ) ( ) ( ) . Class center i V is:
Clustering Quality Evaluation Using fuzzy c means algorithm can calculate c clustering centers of traffic flow space, these centers indicate accumulation points of traffic flow data. Evaluation of clustering quality means evaluation of good or bad of optimal classification number c , through comparison of different c and m , we can ensure the best value of these two parameters. Then we ensure the best classification group of fuzzy data [14] . The evaluation criterion of clustering quality is: the closer the same data points are and the farer the different data points are, the best the classification is. 
Traffic pattern clustering process
Fuzzy clustering of traffic flow pattern means acquiring flow data of every direction, then finding the optimal classification of flow characters by fuzzy clustering algorithm, concrete process is as follow:
Step1. Data Standardization Using Max-Min to manipulate collected data into section [0,1], then standardizing every flow data point to compose a matrix of M T , M means amount of traffic flow M=2,3,4 n , t means time order of collected data 1, 2, 3 , t T . Step2.Cluster Type Setting Data Standardization There are two methods to define cluster type, one is using fuzzy algorithm to obtain cluster type; the other is based on special artificial method defining cluster type. In this article, we adopt automatic clustering method.
Step3. Fuzzy C Means Clustering By formula (1) and (4), we standardize the collected data as a matrix to acquire the fuzzy clustering center and the classification kind.
Step4. Clustering Quality Evaluation Basing on formula (5) and the results of step 3, we evaluate clustering quality which aims to obtain accurate results. If the clustering quality is high then output results; if not, then taking step 2.
Step5. Obtaining Clustering Results Lastly, we need output final optimal clustering amount, matrix of clustering center and clustering type. The process of clustering is as graph 2:
Case analysis of intersections
Taking the intersection of Beijing West Road-Xikang Road of Nanjing City as an example, through a field investigation, the researched intersection has twelve traffic movements, which constitute a fuzzy space of twelve dimensions. Detect traffic flow every 15 minutes and 96 groups of sample data can be obtained every day 96 T , and features of this intersection have showed in figure 3: Traffic flow data acquisition Traffic flow based on the collection and investigation of labor and detector, 12 hours a day come to Beijing West Road -Xikang Road traffic flow, as shown in Table 1 . The optimal number of clusters c is 5, which means the best traffic flow model number is 5.
The fuzzy partition membership, is shown in Table 2 And the matrix of cluster centers is showed in table3: Pattern1  20  46  60  160  86  88  23  401  12  22  171  52   Pattern2  144  370  112  758  687  439  180  1360 96  176  1354 176   Pattern3  95  237  75  514  454  293  119  912  64  116  919  117   Pattern4  74  187  57  374  353  229  94  685  50  91  714  92   Pattern5 According to the above table shows that, cluster computing generated five different typical traffic pattern: (1) traffic pattern 1: 18:00-19:00; (2) traffic flow pattern 2 9:00-10: 00; (3) traffic flow pattern 3 8:00-9: 00 and 11:00-12:00 and 14:00-16:00 and 17:00-18:00; (4) traffic flow pattern 4: 7:00-8:00 and 12:00-14:00; (5) traffic flow pattern 5: 10:00-11: 00 and 16:00-17:00, shown in Figure 4 . 
4.Conclusion
First is introducing theory of Fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm. According to classification results we use fuzzy cluster quality coefficient ID to improve the defined quality of traffic flow model and optimizes cluster number. Then proposing recognition process of traffic flow based on fuzzy c means clustering. We elect XikangBeijing West Road intersection as a case to analyze, where we get 5 kinds traffic patterns by clustering classification. Hence it proves fuzzy c means cluster is appropriate for traffic flow pattern classification of intersections. And it makes traffic patterns more scientific, dynamitic and adaptive. Compared with traditional classification methods, fuzzy c means cluster can improve effect of signal control and traffic capacity.
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